Demystifying Law
All Law exists in fiction. There are no laws in truth, it is all an illusion.
The World of Fiction
For the most part people view the world from the perspective of fiction and not truth. This is
completely self-evident to those who know the truth. The truth is very simple as compared with fiction
which is very complex and full of rules and laws. Fundamentally we live and exist on this planet together
as various forms of life from the smallest to the largest. Life regenerates itself perpetually but fiction
does not as it simply does not exist except in the imagination of man. We do not live in Countries nor do
we have names or birth dates. These are all hearsay fictions created within the realm of the imagination
and have no tangible truths. It is by your belief in the idea that you live within Societies and thus
Countries that you create the prison for yourself and others. The idea that other people hold authority
over you and others is simply untrue. We give people authority through the idea of fiction via titles and
designations, but we are the same, we are all life. Authority is a complete hoax; no one has any
provable authority over anyone or anything.
This all said it is extremely hard for people who are
brought under pressure by the SYSTEM to get past
the intimidation and sometimes torture to
peacefully resolve issues and restore their
freedom. There are only two positions to take, one
being of free will and the other as being a slave.
The programming from childhood to the deathbed
is saturated with fiction and slavery. However
because it is the norm, most people never question
authority or their place within an imaginary society
as a slave. We are taught that we are free and that
the rule of law is there to keep us safe. There is
substantial pressure put on people to conform to
the will of the SYSTEM rather than having free will
and free self expression. When someone extends
laws and rules to you they are offering to enslave
you. It is by your acceptance of those rules and
laws that a contract is made and you give tacit
consent to be subjugated as a slave. Hence the
Queen has many Subjects within the Common
Wealth, where you are a unit of production within
her Common Wealth.
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The laws outwardly are structured to appear as offering certain freedoms and privileges. However these
can be taken away as easily given. Accepting the authority of another over you is an admission of being
a slave. The focus of this paper is to try and focus you on what really matters and come to an
understanding what the traps are and how to avoid them. Unlike articles you might read on Common
Law, UCC, Constitutional Law etc. there is little need to delve into any of that to remain free. Why?
Well all law within the BAR Association is written in Legalese. Legalese is defined as a Jargon according
to Blacks 7th Dictionary. Webster’ English Dictionary defines Jargon as an Unintelligible Language.
Legalese mimics common languages such as English, French,
Arabic etc, but it is Legalese not and not the language it is
mistaken for, such as English. Only lawyers who are
members of the BAR Association are allowed to interpret
Law, meaning the Legalese says whatever the Law Society
says it says, not what you might believe it says. Slaves do not
interpret law only the masters do. The sooner you come to
the conclusion that those who extend laws to you are the
masters and you by accepting those laws become the slave, the faster you will get free and remain free,
up to the point where at least you quietly stay free. Open defiance against the SYSTEM is not tolerated
as they need the SYSTEM to survive. However one by one we can push them back where eventually
enough people are aware of the game and are willing to band together to help one another to become
free as possible.
What is happening is very simple, the natural
world has been overwritten a fictional one so it
may be controlled through the use of fiction. The
two realities exist in unison, but the fictional
world is taken as being true while the true one is
mainly ignored. However once you realize that
there can be no truth within fiction the puzzle
pieces fall into place very fast. You will never get
any acknowledgement from the CONTROLERS
that you are correct in your assertions that they
have no authority and are merely equal to you
and all of life in every way. To do so would mean
death for them in their SYSTEM as there can be
no truth within fiction. Rather they simply leave you alone hoping for the chance that you might start
up a conversation with them to argue you points. Let me make something crystal clear, You cannot
argue with a fiction and doing so only solidifies the idea that a fiction is tangible and real. This arguing
will usually lead to your demise. If you are compelled to talk to them address them as man created as
male or female by God or more accurately a kind of life usually referenced as man. To make use of
names and titles draws you into the world of fiction and you do not want to go there for a great many
reasons.
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The world of fiction is based upon ego and fear. In fact the companion to fiction is fear as there is no
fear in truth as truth always leads to love. Fear is also parasitic and they draw upon both your life and
emotional energies to feed their own well being. There are very specific reasons for this which I will get
into later, but for now realize that a copy of life is not life and they hold the copyright to all fictions
within their dominion or SYSTEM as it were. It is very important to view the world as being a natural
world with no names. In truth we live within a holographic reality where everything is made up from
energy. E=MC^2 as thus all is energy. What is we are in truth is light beings incarnated into these
bodies we call man. All light exists in unison with electricity, hence why they are using many forms of
unnatural radiation, such as cell phones, wi-fi and other forms of radiation at many different frequencies
to interfere with the natural flow of light through our bodies. We are all part of one source energy or
consciousness if you like. We are simply unique expressions of love caught up in a reality that is
manipulating our conscious awareness. In essence this is all about feeding off our conscious energy to
power their reality of fiction. Fiction cannot sustain itself and it we that give life to it. Thus they are
addicted to our energy and we are their food.
Jail cells are really feeding pens for these demonic entities
that look like man. They feed off the low vibrational energy
akin to suffering and pain. Thus the more harm they cause
physically, emotionally and spiritually to humanity the more
energy they receive from us. The good news is we have the
power to make this all go away through not buying into their
fictional reality. Fundamentally they operate from the
perspective of implied or tacit consent to feed off us. It is by
controlling our belief in the fiction that makes it all happen for
them. However without that belief, they would simply fade
from our existence as it is we that are creating this reality
from moment to moment. Part of the problem with all this is
that there are many well meaning and sometimes not so well
meaning people that are trying to keep you focused on finding
solutions within the law or legal system as it were, rather than
stepping back and seeing what is truly going on and dealing
with it from the perspective of truth and thus love.
Love cannot be judged as love does not judge. Yet everything you have been taught is about bringing
issues to some form of judgement. By judging you are creating contracts and solidifying fear. Judging is
a form of vengeance not healing and forgiving. Interestingly Crown Prosecutors make use of the world
cure, when the win their cases against people. However it is not a cure at all it simply prolongs and
propagates healing cycles which happen naturally to show you ways of dealing with life situations. It is
not Karma, but simply what goes around comes around sorta thing. The system is set up to insulate
those who are truly causing the harm through fiction from ever having to be held accountable for their
actions. They can only take actions upon the fiction; they have no power over the natural world as you
will see. Their mandate is simple, use tricks to gain compliance over the natural world. It is by your
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compliance within the realm of fiction that gives them the right to proceed against you. This is the line
in the sand so to speak and the faster that you come to this conclusion the better things will be for you.
The reason for this is very simple, you are creating the reality for which you experience, they only direct
the energy that you give them, and they cannot create energy as they are dead fictions. The Actors in
Fiction are real, but they are playing out roles of fictional entitles that have names and titles.

Property
One of the key elements to all of this is the
illusion that you own property. It is absolutely
fundamental that you understand that you
cannot prove that you own anything. Let me
pose this simple question for you. How would
you go about proving that you actually owned
something? Well most would say possession is
9/10ths of the law or I hold Title to the Property
through my name. In some cases people have
shot others for stealing their Property, saying
that they have the right to protect their Property.
However they are doing so from the perspective of fiction, not truth. In truth we own nothing. The only
way that something can be owned is through the use of fiction. Thus we register a name and are given a
Birth Certificate which in truth is merely a corporate fiction owned by the one who issues it, being the
Government. The Government allows you to make use of the name to attach property too it held in
trust. Trust laws are created to support the idea that you the name on the Birth Certificate is the
Benefactor to all money and property associated with it. The Courts or Government act as the
Administrators of the Trust. The all caps name on the Birth Certificate is a lost soul upon the Holy See
(Sea), because after it was registered the soul was never found and thus they give you a dead fiction to
represent in your dealings with fiction.
Ownership only exists in fiction it cannot exist in truth. What gives you the authority to own your
children for example? Just because you give birth to them, doesn’t mean you actually own them as they
are equal to you, they are a kind of life. The creator never gave you permission to own anything so why
pretend that you own your children. By creating a Birth Certificate for them you are stating that they
are dead corporate fictions owned by the Government. This is why they can come and take your
children from you without giving you any reason why. The idea of Property was merely a trick to get you
to say you own things so that they could administer what you thought you owned. Because to the
Government there is no life within fiction and you are presenting yourself and everything you think you
own as a fiction to them, they claim copyright ownership of all the fiction. This is what the CROWN is
essentially, Copyright OWNership. The simple fact is that there can only be one owner as all comes from
the creator, LORD God who states in Exodus 19:5 of the King James Bible that he owns the earth and
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thus everyone and thing upon it. This all relative to fiction though and not the natural world that is
alive. I will get into this aspect a bit later.
For now realize that you cannot possibly prove that you own anything for to do so you must make use of
fiction to separate yourself from others in terms of who you are. We are all a kind of life or man created
as male or female by God, nothing more. To say that you have a name is a lie because it doesn’t exist in
the natural world. We live in coexistence with all that exists. The energy we are is the energy that
makes us up and our surroundings. Energy is merely transformed it never actually disappears, hence
why the constant theme to our existence is the transformation of energy, from one form to another and
this is done in many different ways. They are playing a separation game with you via the use of names
and titles to get you to buy into the idea that you and others are names and titles, when in truth you are
not.
Common Law is built upon the premise of
Property Rights. The problem is that we
need things to survive and to take from
someone may cause them difficulty in
surviving. Thus the golden rule of do unto
others forms a basis of the law, which they
say is written in our hearts. We naturally
know what is right and wrong based upon
the premise that if we harm or steal from
others we must restore that which we had
done to others to keep the balance of effort
people put into providing for themselves
and their families. The problem with
Common Law is that no one can actually
prove that they own anything in truth. Again people have to make use of names to separate themselves
from others. They have to invent titles, such as Thief, Criminal, Thug etc. to get around the simple truth
that we are all equal and all a kind of life.
Now the problem that many people have with this is that they see this as an over-simplified approach to
the problem of protecting that which they feel is theirs. This is rooted in the idea of survival and fear,
not in love and truth. In truth we work together to ensure that everyone has what they need to survive.
There is no reward sought for doing this and no exchange or barter. When we help others become
established and self sufficient, we eliminate the any need for them to take anything from you as
everyone’s needs are being met. Further because no one actually owns anything, there can be no
property crimes in truth as we make use of what we need when we need it and help others meet their
needs by providing things to them that they may need in order to build something or do something. Its
called sharing, remember that?
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Dominion
Dominion is a very simple idea talked about in the Bible in that the “True Creator” of man and all that
exists, called God, gave man domino over all the earth and every living thing that moveth upon the
earth. This is found in Genesis 1:26-28. Dominion simply means to rule. Thus we are created equal and
thus we all share in the rule of the earth. We are not under any other man’s rule according to God. This
is why the use of PERSON comes into play, which has three basic attributes, man/woman, Birth Date and
Name. They bypass the Creator’s will by getting you to say that you are a person and thus not a man
created as male or female by God, standing in your dominion over all the earth. Thus as long as you tell
them you are any kind of person, Natural, Artificial or simply use a NAME, they get to assume that you
are the property of LORD God and not a living spirit incarnated in a body with God the True creator.
Dominion exists within the SYSTEM as measure point to
see if you understand who you are. If you do not
understand who you are, then you are a liability to the
Universe as you view your reality from the perspective
of fiction and not truth and are dealt with as being a
slave. If you view your reality from the perspective of
truth, then you are not a slave, but part of all that exists
and simply a unique expression of love. To them it is
very clear as they know where the line in the sand is
drawn. They can own fiction, but they cannot own life. If
you tell them you are not a fiction then it causes massive
problems for them in that they must try to convince you
in some way that you are a fiction. It is by making it clear
that you do not consent to contract with them and that
you are a fiction that sets you free.
The Bible was written from the perspective of fiction and thus is all about fear. There is actually nothing
true within the Bible as it is a complete work of fiction. Although there are truths embedded within the
fiction, do you not notice that the authors of the various books are not man, but NAMES. MOSES for
example wrote the first 5 books of the Bible, which makes up the Torah. Torah actually means. The Law.
All law exists within a world of fiction, because law must make use of fiction in order to create the
illusion of separation of life or more pointedly the separation of man into units of fiction designated by
NAMES.
The idea behind dominion is that anyone is free to create a world of fiction within their dominion; by
doing so they can invite others to join them within their dominion so that they become slaves of the one
holding the dominion. Thus what they need is your permission to engage you within their dominion,
hence the need for the use of Contracts, tacit or otherwise. Notice how Affidavits always have you
swear, so help me God. You are God as you were created equal to all that exists; we are all one energy,
one Consciousness and thus part of the creator God. In order to enter the world of fiction one has to
create the illusion of separation through the use of names or titles and then give permission to those
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extending their dominion out to you with their laws to proceed against you. The reason for this is
simple, we exist within a holographic reality and what you do someone affects the entire hologram. To
bypass the negative lash back from the way the energy circulates in the hologram, they need you to
commit your mind to creating a bearer between you and them so you alone suffer and not them. This
goes on because the they actually do not have any creative energy, you do. They are demonic in origin
although they look like us, they are not us, they are from what I call the mirror consciousness, which I
will get into more deeply in a short while. They have life because we give life; our fear creates them and
sustains them. They also make use of emotional energy as well which creates a current for them to feed
off of.

The other aspect of dominion being part of the fictional world is that we cannot prove that we hold
dominion over any life. Nature is simply another form of expression of love or consciousness as I
somewhat don’t like to use. But to rule over nature is spiritual suicide as nature is part of the whole as
we all come from the same source energy. It is through fiction that we are creating these demonic
monsters and situations. Our energy is being directed there in every way possible by controlling how we
think about our surroundings and our place within it. We can certainly make use of the dominion as a
means to point out to them that we are equal within their system, but dominion is a term of their
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system and thus it works so long as you are aware of the true nature of who you are and your relation to
all life. It is not enough to claim dominion as they exist within a world of fiction where there is no truth.
The fiction earth is owned by LORD God but the natural one is owned by no one. God does not even lay
claim to the earth in Genesis. In fact the only part of the entire Bible where God the true creator is
discussed is in Genesis 1 and that is it. Genesis 2 LORD God appears and simply makes use of God’s
creation to manipulate it into his own, but it was done from the perspective of the imaginary, not truth.
Note I am not trying to be Religious or anything in this article, I am merely talking about the truth. The
SYSTEM makes use of God to render it’s justification to do what they do to us. The idea that we can
create our own dominions hence rules and then through those rules subjugate our fellow man through
it is the foundation to all Law. However because the Torah says that God gave all man dominion they
cannot subjugate man, so they subjugate PERSONS and get man to be the surety for the Subjugation.
Further in Exodus 19:12, where LORD God tells the Israelites or more specifically the Children of Israel to
round up all those who are not them as to be their slaves, He is not commanding man to do this but the
fiction to do it, the Children of Israel; thus those who believe in the world of fiction round up others that
are not them, other names or titles that they attach to them such as servants. Exodus 21 lists all the
slave laws; basically they can do anything they want to their “servants” except killing them as the goal is
to suck them for their physical, emotional and spiritual energies to support the life of the parasites. The
idea that there is a “Supreme Being or Superior Ones”, as the translation actually says, means that if you
are not the Supreme Being then you are a slave to it. This is all ego based reality upon which all lesser
Gods are created. However it is based upon fiction and not truth thus breaking free from them is simply
about knowing who you are and acting on that knowing.
It is incredibly obvious that they
have no intention on telling you
who you are as they are feeding
off of you and everyone else. It is
through Television and Media
that the push the fiction based
reality.
Schools are merely
indoctrination
centers
to
program people on how to be
good slaves and serve the
SYSTEM.
TV cop shows are
incredible in how they portray
the Justice SYSTEM in that the
cops and people involved in are
glorified for the sacrifices they
make to keep you safe. The
drama is all about making use of names and titles repeatedly to drill in the idea that we are somehow
responsible for a name or title in fiction. In general you never see anything on Television or on the radio
about what I talk about here in this article. Truth is relegated to truth within the framework of fiction.
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The idea of dominion is to place people into a box, that being a smaller box than which the controllers
are in. The Controllers are in a mind based reality, with no connection to the heart or that being love
and truth. Fear is the game and to keep the fear going you must keep your slaves in an oppressed
situation. The Cross that “Christians” wear is really an unfolded box. Lift up the sides of the cross and
then take the bottom of the cross and bend it three times at 90 degrees and it forms a box. It is highly
important to the controllers to make use of symbols in order to communicate what the purpose is of
their scams among each other, leaving the masses in the dark so to speak about what in truth is actually
transpiring. Much of what they do is all hidden out in the open and the reason for this I think is in part
for disclosure so that we can find our way out of their matrix so to speak. But more so it is to pass on
knowledge for those who have the keys to unlock the coding involved. The Lincoln Memorial for
example is positioned the same way that the Goat God sits on his thrown, just you see Lincoln instead.
If you want to see something really special take a look at the Vatican City and you will begin to see what
I mean.

Sovereigns, Deities and Prophets
The Roman Cult is full of Deities and Gods going back to the time of Ancient Egypt. Today we are taught
that there is only one God a supreme being we are told. The problem with God and Supreme Beings is
that they do not exist in truth only in fiction. You might make note again of who wrote the Bible and the
Holy Koran etc. They were not written by
man but by fictions. The entire concept of
worship revolves around praying to the
dead or more specifically a fiction. There
is no life if fiction and thus by focusing our
energy onto fiction we are creating that
world by accepting it as part of our reality.
It is by blind belief that we are offered up
the idea of faith. Within that faith, we are
subjugated to the restrictions and rules to
how we must live to remain part of that
faith. Failing to do what is required to
maintain a faith such as Islam could mean
your death in some situations. Further we
are made to believe that we are sinners
and that our only salvation is to kill an
infidel or give our life to Christ for
example.
In essence Religion is all fear based because it revolves around the structure of fiction, not truth.
Religion works hand in hand with the Government in most situations to control the masses and weed
out the non believers. The Catholic Church is a Church of death in that it has been the focal point of
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killing millions of people over the past centuries for the simple idea that people are not Proper
Christians etc. Burning people alive was and has been the favorite choice of execution, probably
because it releases so much terror and pain upon which the Clergy feed off of.
The concept held in the United States that all Citizens are Sovereigns
according to the Supreme Court has many people jumping for Joy as
they believe that by being Sovereign that they are somehow free.
Once again we are dealing with a title in fiction and it is being
extended from a fiction to man. When you take on the title of
Sovereign you are merely stating that you are simply a higher class of
slave, you are not free, but subject to the will of Caeser (Pope) who is
worshiped as God within the Roman Cult. Kings and Queens and
Emperors are subjects of the Pope, so you think that being Sovereign
is going to save you? The definition of Sovereign is: “The person,
body, or state in which independent and supreme authority is vested;
especially, in a monarchy, a king, queen, or emperor.” Once again
who crowns the Kings and Queens etc., the Bishops of the Church
does. In the case of the Queen of England she is the head of the
Church of England, what church are you the head of Sovereign? To be Sovereign is to be a fiction and all
fictions are owned by the system that creates them, that being the Pope who acts as the Vicar of Christ
aka LORD God.
No then Caeser was worshiped as a god in ancient Rome, which means that he is a Deity a supreme
being. Caeser is above all Sovereigns and thus it is Caeser’s will that has force and effect in terms of law
and rule within his dominion. Because you are a slave you are not told these things, just taught how to
worship the Government which fronts for Caeser as it were. It is by contracting with them that you
become a subject of their system. You can be sovereign all you like, just do what we tell you to do or
else!
Prophets such as MOHAMMAD and JESUS are simply there to inspire you into believing that somehow
something is wrong with you and by following Allah or LORD God you will be saved from all the
enslavement and turmoil that you experience here on earth when you actually die, you go to Heaven.
The problem with this is that you are Judged before entering Heaven as to if you are worthy enough to
enter. Following the doctrine of Allah or simply believing in JESUS will allow you entrance into Heaven.
The problem with all this is that Judgement is not based upon love, it is based upon fear. Fear that you
might go to Hell if you don’t do as you are told. This again is putting you in a box rather than freeing you
through love and truth. The song Stairway to Heaven by Led Zeplin is very telling in that a woman
wanted to buy her stairway to Heaven, but in doing so she actually bought a Stairway to Hell, because
she was operating out of fear. In truth there is no Heaven or Hell, there is simply a choice between fear
and love. Fear leads you to a box of control and love allows you to expand and be unhindered in all
ways.
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Jesus is actually Lucifer in every way, the light bringer. In Revelations Jesus states that he is the Morning
Star. The morning star is Venus and Venus is Lucifer. Lucifer and Satan are basically two branches of the
same tree so to speak. One is a good cop and the other a bad copy, but both work to keep you focused
on the world of fiction and fear. Lucifer will imply the use of love as a tool to manipulate you and
seduce you into believing within illusions and thus worshiping him and his minions such as all the dead
fiction Saints. Lucifer is the God worshiped by the Freemasons and is essentially Dark Light. Darkness is
light as all is made from light, we just don’t think of it in that way. All is energy E=MC^2. MOSES looked
into the Darkness from which he derived all his laws from. The idea again is to keep you focused on
fiction rather than the simple truth that you are life. Some people think of this as a dream of life, but it
is not really a dream, it is just a holographic reality which has its basis of manifestation through the use
of light. It is our spirit or rather core star essence that is the driving force behind the manifesting of this
reality we find ourselves in. We manifest our reality based upon our beliefs within it to some degree.
Instead of making use of Genesis 1:26-28 as a means to extrapolate a statement of dominion it would be
better to use the term, True Creator of this planet/universe and that it is self evident that we are all
equal. The dominion statement seems to work, in that breaks the CONstruct of the mind that man is
somehow separate from each other in law, but it still comes from fiction. I will explain more of how and
why this is important in the section about Mirror Realities bellow as that is a difficult topic for most to
wrap their heads around. In simplicity the Creator does not have a name or title as all that is created is
done from one source. The problem we have is that there is a mirror reality that has consciousness that
is parasitic in nature that is at the foundation of this control system I suspect. The problem with the
Bible is that is not presented as truth, but rather a form of fiction in that we must believe in it, rather
than seeing what is actually self evident about creation and our place within it. You cannot swear to the
truth if you make use of fiction in your statements and oaths.

Law is Contract
It is important for you understand what exactly Law is. Law
in of itself means absolutely nothing. Law are merely rules
that someone made up and has enticed you through various
ways to follow. This is done through controlling resources
and brainwashing to a greater extent. Law is Contract
because they need to shield themselves from the
consequences of causing you harm within a holographic
reality without them receiving any consequences for their
actions. The mind creates the shield by compartmentalizing
energy based upon your belief in that you are a fiction and
not part of all that exists. If you see yourself as part of all
that exist in life, then the consequential energy of harm done
to you will happen to the ones that are causing the harm, aka
the parasites. Thus they seek to create a CONstruct between
you and “them” based upon fiction in which they can direct
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the consequential energy of their actions away from them and onto you and/or others of like fiction.
The contract dissolves once you bring to “light” that they are all actors in fiction and just life like you and
have absolutely no authority as we are all equal. There can be no mental CONstruct from that point
forward to shield them and they tend to let you go rather quickly, although they might try and torture
you to get you to “believe” in their CONstruct as they want the food energy you can provide them. All
contracts instantly dissolve when you bring the simple truth into the picture or framework. The next
part is to act on the truth which would be simply to return all their paperwork with the words, “I do not
consent to your offer of Contract.”, written on it and return it to the sender if at all possible. You can
say that you are man created as male by God standing in your dominion over all the earth and say that I
do not consent to contract with you and walk out of the Court Room. But making the point that we are
all life and that we are all equal to each other and no one has any provable authority over anyone is
closer to the truth. But take actions to refute their authority over you and show them that we are
indeed equal and that names and titles are meaningless. Don’t go to court if they send you a summons,
simply return it in the envelope unopened preferred, with I do not consent to contract with you, return
to sender and mail it back to them. Use the Clerk of the Court if you can’t get a name. Do not go to
court for doing so you are implying that you are under their authority and you will be prosecuted.
They will come after you, but deal with them
when they do. Do not voluntarily go to
court. Now is the difficult part as we need
money at this time to live, or do we? Part of
the problem is that people have been told
that they can use lethal force to protect
their property. As discusses above no one
actually can prove that they own anything,
yet the problem remains that you might be
injured or killed for taking that which you
need from the world in order to survive. It is
why those of you who have awakened to all
this must do what you can to teach others
the truth so we can transform from service
to self to service to others and eliminate the need for Laws and thus Parasitic control over humanity. So
there are limits to what you can do for now, but as more awaken it will become easier to get free. For
now if you get a speeding ticket or minor things just pay the thing and let it go, the difficulty of trying to
convince your employer and others that you actually do not need a driver’s license, insurance etc. is
beyond their comprehension as they are acting as Overseers for the Slave Masters. Taxes are a different
kettle of fish and can easily be thwarted providing you return all their documents as stated above and
make it clear that you are not a fiction, but a man created as male/female by God standing in your
dominion over all the earth and that we are all equal to each other and no one has any provable
authority. Return all their stuff to the tax center; you don’t need to send it to anyone specific.
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They tend to not go after you concerning taxes if you do it this way because it is not openly challenging
their system, so they can keep the other sheep in line with their thinking. I would also put your money
into a Swiss Bank Account or somewhere where they can’t get at it. I would also let you know that you
probably should do some form of self employment as they have agents everywhere that are just
wanting to sink their teeth into causing you misery. In the USA it is not the simple fact that there is no
law that says you must pay taxes that that gets you off, it is the idea that you do not bow to the idea
that you are a fiction and thus subject to their laws to begin with. To argue the point that there is no
law that says you have to pay taxes, simply implies that you operating under their laws and thus you are
their slave, for you are making use of their fiction.

Court of Baal
Devils are deities; it is something that you ought to know before
you run into a Court full of Devils to declare that you are
Sovereign. The Judge is the Supreme Being aka Lucifer so to
speak and you will see everyone bowing to him or her. The
Crown Prosecutor and all Lawyers are also Deities and thus Devils
and you should be aware of this, just lesser to the Supreme Devil.
Social Hierarchies exist because of money or currency. The
Bailiffs, Stenographer and clerks are the high priest servants.
The one with the most currency has the most power to cause
change. Money or rather mammon is the foundation to all that
goes on in the SYSTEM. It is merely a mind construct that you
somehow need to be compensated for your work, when in truth
if we structured ourselves to being service to others; our reward
comes from serving others not taking from them. Appreciation
and Love will be the currency of the transition.
The idea of Baal Worship is that you are the sacrifice. But rather than taking your life the idea is to suck
you for your life force and energy to support the illusion created in your mind of separation. In essence
what they try to do is put everything that you “Own” on their alter, which would include your life in
some cases and use it as a sacrifice to their gods and deities. This is why in Admiralty law the Judge gets
40% of the booty or sacrifice. The Judge of course shares this with the other deities and high priests
through their funding system to propagate the system and keep it running. Judges also make money
from putting people in prison through the bonds that are created through the signing of the Promise to
Appear form, which is really a Promise to Pay as the Bill of Exchange Act in section 52 states that all
signatures have value.
There is no value in love, there are no set conditions or judgement in love, we just do for each other out
of love for one another, there is no thought of gain in matters. However in the Temple of Baal, the exact
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opposite is true and sentences are really curses they make against people according the research done
by the fellow who runs www.oneheaven.org, aka Frank O’Collins. There is only Guilty or Not Guilty;
there is no innocence within the Court of Baal. When they ask you to take an oath, do you swear to tell
the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help you God. If you answer yes you have just
lied as you are not God, but part of all that exists as per E=MC^2. Then they ask you to state your name
for the “Record” which implies ownership of a name and thus confirmation that you do not know who
you are and again a lie. Thus anything you have to say from this point forward has absolutely no
credibility as you have lied openly about who you are and thus committed Perjury. They go along with
the Perjury as it is really just a dog and pony show to extract your life energy through confiscating
money, time and your actual life in some cases. But more importantly you are giving them tacit consent
to proceed against you that is to say, that you formed a contract with the court and thus indemnifying
the deities from any consequential forces from the harm that they might bring onto you.
They wear black robes to represent the Planet Saturn, which controls time within this reality through
some technological device that is at its north pole. There s a similar device on the earth within the
South Pole of this planet, but I haven’t been able to verify it. The device is a box shown in a 1
dimensional hexagram. Again everything about this reality is about trying to keep you in a smaller box
than what the parasites are in.
The foundation of court is not about finding facts and thus truth
in matters, it is about argument over Controversy. When you
make any statement of fact, it can be argued and thus creates
controversy, which belongs to the realm of fiction not truth and
love. Love has no arguments to put forward as love is nonjudging and only works to restore and keep balance in all life. The
prejudice and injustice as it were that revolves within the idea
that you are a slave to other men of whom you must somehow
convince that you are not worthy of their punishments is beyond
comprehension of a sane man to conceive, in my humble opinion.
Yet day after day this is what people do in order to avoid the full
force of the law being brought upon them to cause harm to them.
They take the lesser evil as it were to sustain themselves into a
future of yet more evil. The cycle has to stop!

Reflections in the Mirror
If you go to the edge of the Universe what you will find is a mirror. The mirror reflects back to you all
that you are within the holographic reality. The mirror is composed of consciousness and thus has life,
but its foundation is not of love but the exact inverse of love. There are light and dark based souls
within this holographic reality. Darkness is a form of light not the absence of light as it contains
consciousness that is the exact inverse of love, thus fear. Duality is an illusion mainly because there is in
truth only light which vibrates at various frequencies and thus taking on different attributes to form
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what we see as solid matter. As most of us know we are not solid at all, but there is a large amounts of
space on the molecular level which makes up our bodies and things around us.
The main attribute of the mirror is that of a parasite
as it must draw power from us being life to project
illusions at us. The mirror itself is not the root
consciousness behind this force that is oppressing
humanity that force lies in the type of light that
emanates from the souls of those who have
incarnated here. The mirror is a neutral thing
perhaps, as it simply keeps light focused within this
realm or dimension for the purpose of
manifestation. The mirror itself is a crutch of sorts
as in truth I believe we were meant to create our
reality from within outwards and not look to
reflections in the mirror to do it for us. Thus as you
would imagine things in your mind, you would
simply imagine things into being, which I think is
more natural and the right way of doing things. However the purpose of the mirror I think, is to create
an inversion of thought and energy so that a duality can be created. The duality can be both positive
and negative. The mirror is also an aspect of the mind not the heart.
What I think has happened is that these so called Satanic, Cabalistic type people have found a way to
manipulate the attributes of the mirror to control the illusions it produces. However being of only mind
it is disconnected from the heart and thus operates upon fear and fiction; thus in order to feed power to
the mirror and thus control over the illusions they operate as deities in this dimension and others
sucking up life energy through fear. From the aspect of the mirror they have their hands on the control
over the illusions or rather holographic projections to some degree; by doing so they have attributes
that make them highly clever and hoard a vast store of knowledge, but no wisdom or rather knowing.
Knowing comes from the heart. Another thing that seems to confirm to me that they are not the
creators of this reality is that they seek knowledge about it. They have some nice tricks that they can
do, but they do not fully understand how it all works, because it comes from love and love is beyond
their capacity of comprehension. What we simply know, they can never comprehend.
I think what is going to happen in 2012 is that the mirror is going to be
dissolved and thus their ability to hide within it. It will allow us to evolve
and have no further interference between us and the source
consciousness of this Galaxy if not Universe. It means that the mind will
be quieted and the heart will take over. Thus we can imagine things into
being, but never with the realm of fear as all life is connected and
symbiotic with each other in truth. It is a kind of birth perhaps, I really
don’t know but it is through my intuition and experience in the astral
that I have come to see all this. The soul is another aspect of the duality
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which we will no longer need as we are all of pure spirit in truth. The soul is used as a way to
manipulate our stay in this dimension through life time after life time with these creatures of darkness.
What is completely obvious to me is how the Jews in general and those of the same ilk, make use of
“Holy Laws” to justify their right to enslave humanity. No not every Jew is active in doing so, but you
must question why it is that they follow the Talmud and the Torah, which clearly illustrate to them that
they are a superior race and through LORD God are allowed to enslave all those who are not them,
hence the Gentiles and Goyium. Their Religion is about celebrating the nature of darkness and death at
every turn and is rife with rules and laws. By simple observation it looks like mass mind control to me.
However they are wealthy and organized. They run the Banking system of the world and control many
major positions of power and decision making within the world. Areas which they cannot control
directly they use money and control over resources to force the hands of those who would do their
bidding for them. All commercial law is based upon the Talmud. You will also notice that many
Correction and Police Officers have the Star of David embedded into the logo of their badge or crests.
For the most part they are enforcing LORD God’s Dominion over the world he claims to be the owner
and creator of. LORD God is not God however, God is God. According to the Bible God created the
Heavens and the earth but LORD God only formed them. He formed them and thus is not the true
creator of the Universe. It is all about darkness, which is energy onto itself, not simply a shadow.
Darkness holds creative energies, but is not the greater of the two main lights of the Universe, according
to Genesis 1.
I could go on for some length about all this,
but it is merely my perspective based upon
my life experiences and observations. I am
sure everyone has their own experiences
and observations to draw from. From my
perspective this is what I know to be true,
however each of us creates our own reality
in concert with others so how all this turns
out in the end, I couldn’t really say for sure.
I just know that their world is coming to an
end and how that all works itself out is hard
to say, but I do see more awareness to what
is happening within people in general and that is a good sign. I work with light to bring about change
and healing. The mirror is a bit of a puzzle to me still, but I can see its effects and how people who hide
within it think and operate.
The end journey for these Cabalist is to enter a war with Lucifer to take his place as ruler over the world.
In truth they are at war with everyone including themselves and their deity. What you see is a high
degree of mathematics, sacred geometry and use of language in all they do. There is no sense of
knowing or connectedness to nature or the world. It is about being possessed by fear based demonic
entities in order to bring power to their dream. They get that power through creating suffering upon
humanity and other forms of rituals. In the end they are merely using fiction as an overlay over the true
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creation of this planet and universe. They are CONstructs which allow the mind to see others as being a
thing, rather than as being part of them and all that exists. The separation games they play are broad
and numerous all designed to create CONstructs and induce their will upon the living, through the use of
dead fiction. It is by your lack of awareness that you end up falling victim to their game and become
enslaved. It is so subtle and smooth that many people including Police Officers have a very hard time
seeing this simple scam, for if they did it would mean a loss of power and control over the CONstructs
they so dearly wish to enslave.
The mirror doesn’t reflect light it reflects consciousness and thus an infinite variety of pictures and
possibilities. Light is a property of Consciousness and is the major building block of what we see around
us, but light comes from a pool or ocean and separates into a droplet to create a holographic entity
within the whole. It is electrical in nature and is the bases of all life dark or light based.

Seeing the Manipulation and Fictions
There is an old saying, in that we will lead every charge against us. Take note at who is behind some of
these movements such as the Tea Party, Move On, and Occupy Wall Street etc. Overwhelmingly they
are leading people down the path of fiction telling us we can fix things in fiction if we only preserver. It
is a matter of educating and creating passive resistance to the SYSTEM to let them know we are not
their slaves. However the solution is not to pour energy into fiction to fix fiction, it is simply to operate
from the perspective of service to others rather than service to self. Selfishness is the key behind much
of the misery pushed onto humanity, which comes in many different forms. Selflessness on the other
hand is very rare, but it is where we must go if we are to begin to create a world based upon love.
I have a great deal of respect for people
who are researching all areas of this field
and doing what they can to honestly try
and help others. But I have concerns in
general that attempting to make use of
laws that only apply to fictions such as
persons is the road to ruin. For example
the title from Bouvier Law Dictionary,
Free-Man-On-The-Land is a title in
fiction. Just reading it begs the question
are you not free on the Sea as well? I
once asked Rob Menard about Section
32 of the Charter of Rights of Canada
where it says that the application of the Charter only applies to Government in a paraphrase, in that
section 52 of the Constitutional Act states that all laws within Canada must be compared against the
Charter and if they are in conflict with the Charter they have no force or effect. Thus it is very clear that
none of the laws apply to anyone except Government and Section 1 of the Charter is their get out of Jail
free card. Rob Menard never responded to my question.
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As for the Lawful Rebellion thing in the UK, they talked up a storm about how their names have been
corrupted into a Corporate Fiction on a Birth Certificate; however they went on a Common Law rampage
with some success, mind you. However little thought was ever put into the idea that we are not fictions
to begin with and that the Government and Countries do not exist, so what authority do any of these
people really have? They were simply walking a tight rope over the fiction, but keeping people hooked
into the idea that we need imaginary controls over our lives.
The alternative media do not take any interest in this perspective. If you tune into Jeff Rense’s Radio
program over the Internet you will hear him pounding what the Zionist Jews are doing or the Politician
of the week thing. It is completely about Country, Constitution and keeping the sheep from realizing
that they are free. He uncovers vast amounts of conspiracies, but offers no solutions to them. The
same goes with Alex Jones the fear monger.
To some degree Arthur and Fiona at Love for Life
are talking about the right things in that we need
not do any harm and we are life not fictions.
Arthur gets it to a great degree and has some
great information for you all to think about.
However I don’t agree with his sensory reality
limit to only the 5 senses as we are spiritual
beings of light, I know this. I just don’t agree with
his idea of how reality works I guess, but he has it
right in terms of law and what is going on in
general, my opinion. I do appreciate all the hard
work and sacrifice he has gone through to bring
what he knows to us all.
There are attempts to challenge laws and create
new courts based upon common law that work
from the perspective of truth and real justice.
The fundamental problem with both of these approaches is the idea that man can own property. There
is no way to prove that you own anything and is the hallmark of the manipulation that is going on, by
getting parents to believe that they own their children and then give them away as slaves to the
Government via the Birth Certificate process. This has been fundamentally addressed through Frank
O’Collins work at www.oneheaven.org in that he created new Cannon laws that challenged the Vatican’s
Papal Bulls of Church. He simply told them that they were not correct in so many areas and created
positive law based Cannons that removed the slavery aspects of Cannon Law. He focused upon the
Trust Laws and established how the Trust Laws worked and who the players were in the Court Room.
However the fundamentals to his approach are find truth within fiction in order to free the slaves. I
have great respect for Frank and what he has done and I hope that he as great success in undoing the
damage done. Ultimately what I think Frank has done is to create his Own Dominion upon which
everyone is welcome to be part of rather than be part of the dominion of these dark cabalist and thus
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their slaves. There are still problems with the approach but at least you will be free and be able to share
your dominion with others within Frank’s framework.
It is fundamentally through dominion that all law is created. However all
law exists within a world of fiction and cannot apply to man. We can
pretend to be within a dominion of fiction and carry out our lives based
upon rules, but in essence no one has any authority to enforce any rules
and thus it comes down to simple Contract. If you imply tacit consent
through using laws within a dominion you are agreeing to all involved that
you are a subject to those laws and thus a slave to it. We may have the
capacity to allow ourselves to be enslaved, but do we have the right to
morally? To do so we are limiting the capacity of self expression we can
bring to the world by being an expression of someone else’s design. Being
a cog in a dream of another is never a good idea. We can work together to
accomplish things together without entering into contracts. Simply put we present the outcomes we
want from certain activities and invite people to join in to help. It is not a contract as people are free to
come and go as they please and even through their own self expression augment the outcome to
something that may be more useful to everyone as a whole.
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At this juncture in time we are up to our heads in disinformation and manipulation. For many people
just getting a handle on the idea that they don’t have to follow laws or go to church and worship
demonic deities or fiction in general, is beyond their comprehension to stop. They are so deeply
programmed to believing in the American dream scenario a reality beyond fiction seems silly or not even
acceptable as the SYSTEM provides for its slaves so well. Further they have been taught identify threats
to the SYSTEM and report them to the “authorities”. For the most part those of us that have chosen to
take the path of freedom, vast mine fields await those who do not know the truth or become too great
of a threat to the SYSTEM. The suppression of the truth is paramount in the minds of the controllers
and no more so with ET and UFOs. I think many of our problems we are having come from the
manipulation of higher dimensional beings. However it is beyond the scope of this article I think as the
finish line is before us and that is to rid ourselves of
fiction.
It is easier said than done and Arthur and Fiona I am
sure would be the first to tell you that. Their idea of
creating Kindoms is a sound one, however I wonder
to what degree we would be allowed to do so as it
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would present an open threat to the SYSTEM as a whole. Much like driving a vehicle without plates, DL,
Insurance or Registration; it presents an open threat to the SYSTEM and they pounce on it. Yet it is
fundamental that we start doing this on mass and get rid of the use of money. Fundamentally we a
large percentage of people to start doing these kinds of things and living from the perspective of Service
to Others to gain our freedom from the SYSTEM. It is not a matter of protesting what the Government
does or doesn’t do, it is a matter of just building around them letting them know that they have no
authority to intervene. Eventually the idea of being governed by fiction as a form of enslavement will
end, but at what cost is what everyone thinks. The cost of not doing so will probably bring extinction to
all life on this planet within a hundred years. We don’t need leaders we need people to simply stop
cooperating with the fiction and giving their energy to it.
We need to keep pushing forward in what we are doing. We need to be honest with ourselves and
others about the truth of what is happening to us and be open to hear all sides of the issue of what we
can do to resolve this enslavement of humanity. There are no picking sides there is only truth and love.
rob
www.freedomfiles.org
March 16, 2012

P.S.
Here is a cute YouTube video about what Government is all about. Remember ment comes from the
word mental, which comes from mind and Govern means to control, thus Government means Mind
Control.
http://youtu.be/EUS1m5MSt9k
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